Perforation Management of Bifurcation in the Treatment of Root Canal
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Abstract
Perforation in the bifurcation area of the tooth is an undesirable condition during the treatment of the dental canal that can interfere with outcomes and prognosis. This case report aims to inform how good management can address perforation cases in the bifurcation. A female patient, age thirty four years, tooth #26 presented with a cavity on the occlusal surface extending to the mesial surface, from the pulp to the bifurcation area. Foundation, palpation, vitality tests, and mobility were all negative, and there was positive percussion. The radiographic representation of the radiolucent area in the occlusal part extended to the bifurcation area. The diagnosis was pulp necrosis. First, bifurcation perforation management involves cleaning up the remaining caries tissue, cessation of bleeding, clinical condition analysis, radiograph analysis, and administering treatment stages. At the stage of treatment, first root canal therapy and fouling on the bifurcation were carried out. The radiographic result is seen in the radiopaque area of the bifurcation, indicating that the bifurcation area has been closed. Results: At one week, the results were good, with no complaints. Furthermore, there was a full crown restoration of fused metal porcelain with tapered serrated (unmetrical) tapered boosters.
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Introduction
Endodontic treatment is performed to treat pulp necrosis by cleansing and forming root canals (root canal preparation) and root canal filling. Perforation during root canal treatment may interfere with outcomes and prognosis.¹ Perforation in the bifurcation is usually an unintended complication.²

Perforation occurring in the bifurcation area has a negative impact on the prognosis of endodontic treatment, since granulation tissue tends to form and may enter the tooth in the perforated portion.³

The important factors that contribute to the success of perforation care are good management such as analyzing the case through the radiograph so that the size and location of the perforation can be detected properly. The diagnosis of bifurcation perforation is largely based on symptoms and radiographic examination. Clinical symptoms that occur are usually bleeding at the base of the pulp chamber and pain when instrumentation is placed into the base of the pulp chamber.⁴

Lack of good management causes the occurrence of many cases of perforation of bifurcation. Good management should be undertaken to determine the stage of the treatment plan, that is, to bump in the bifurcation area first or root canal treatment first prior to the perforation area swab. This case report aims to inform how good bifurcation perforation management should be undertaken to address this complication of endodontic care.

Method

A thirtyfour years old female patient sought endodontic treatment as she had large painful holes in her teeth. The results of clinical examination of tooth #26, it has messicity on the mesial surface of the mesial, from the pulp to the bifurcation area (Figure 1). Objective examination
found that Sondasi was negative, percussion was positive, palpation was negative, vitality test with CE result was negative, ion was negative, and mobility test was negative. The radiographic representation (Figure 2) showed the area of the radiolucent part of the occlusal until the bifurcation area. The diagnosis was pulp necrosis. The dental treatment was to treat the tooth and treat the patient with the bifurcation.

Figure 1. The Cavity of the Pulp Depth Penetrates the Bifurcation Area.

Figure 2. Radiographs Appear to Show Large Bifurcation Perforation Areas.

The patient agreed to have her teeth treated and signed the informed consent for her dental treatment after receiving an explanation of the purpose, treatment procedure, medical risks, and prognosis for this dental treatment, and agreed, if the treatment was successful, to publishing the case for the benefit of the development of science and technology in dental care.

Bifurcation care management needed to be undertaken to treat this case considering that during this time carried out the revocation action on the case of perforation on bifurcation. The management of the bifurcation perforation treatments performed was as follows: cleansing of the remaining caries tissue, cessation of bleeding, clinical condition analysis, radiograph analysis, administration of stages of the treatment plan.

Cleaning of remaining caries tissue was done using a round bur, followed by bur endo access. Cessation of bleeding was performed by means of sterile potted cotton wetted anesthetic solution, pressed slowly in the bifurcation area.

Analysis of the clinical condition was done by locating the orifice position with a smooth broach to know the position of the orifice against the bifurcation perforation. The radiograph was analyzed to determine the position of the perforation and root canal position. Stages of the treatment plan were based on the analysis of clinical conditions and radiograph analysis results obtained, which showed that the position of the orifice was difficult to reach so it was not possible to do the fouling first done in the root canal treatment until the obturation stage. After the hermetic radiograph obturation (Figure 3), a placement into bifurcation area was performed.

First the dentin conditioner was applied for ten seconds and then washed and dried. GICLC Caps were mounted on the machine to be stirred using a machine (Figure 4), then the capsule was mounted on a special syringe (Figure 5) so that it could be applied to the bifurcation area, and then shined for forty seconds.

Figure 3. Obturation Results, in Which the Bifurcation Area Still Looks Open.
Results

After GIC LC capsule setting, a radiograph was taken to check the condition of the bifurcation area. The radiographic result (Figure 6) shows the radiopaque area of the bifurcation area, indicating that the bifurcation area has been closed.

Figure 4. GIC Capsule Mounted on the Machine for Stirring.

Figure 5. GIC Capsule Mounted on a Special Syringe.

Figure 6. Perforation Closure Results in the Bifurcation Area.

Figure 7. Bifurcation Area Has Been Closed.

Figure 8. Crown Restoration with Full Crown Fused Metal Porcelain with Tapered Serrated (Unimetric) Tapered Boosters. (A) Restoration Appears to Be Occlusal (B) Restoration Looks Buccal.

At one-week, subjective examination results showed no complaints of pain, no complaints during mastication, and teeth working well. The results of clinical examination showed normal gingiva, and examinations by percussion and palpation were negative. The radiographic results showed the radiopaque area of the bifurcation indicating that the perforated bifurcation had been closed (Figure 7). Therefore, crown restoration with full crown fused metal porcelain with unmetrical adjusted (unmetrical) enzyme was performed (Figure 8).

At nine months post-treatment subjective examination showed no complaints of pain, and teeth were working well especially during mastication. The results of a clinical examination (Figure 9) showed normal gingiva, the fused metal porcelain crown was still good as there was no change in color and there was no traumatic occlusion. The contour, contact area, embrasures and edge density were still good.
The results of objective examination by percussion and palpation were negative. The radiographic results (Figure 10) showed the radiopaque area of the bifurcation, indicating that the bifurcation had completely closed, with normal periodontal ligament and normal periapical tissue.

![Figure 10. Results of Clinical Examination.](image)

![Figure 10. Results of Radiographic Examination.](image)

**Discussion**

Root canal treatment is indicated when there are clinical symptoms and definite findings on a radiograph showing periapical disease. In this case, perforation of bifurcation results in tooth extraction because it is believed that the tooth can no longer be treated. In this case, we found a way of performing bifurcation perforation management so that the teeth can be treated and do not need to be extracted. Bifurcation perforation management can be determined by the stage of treatment to be performed so as to determine the material to be used to close the perforation. Selection of essential ingredients is carried out to cover the perforation area.

The ideal material for the treatment of endodontic perforation should be non-absorbable, nontoxic, radiopaque, bacteriostatic or bactericidal, and readily applicable. The material must also seal the micro leak tightly at the perforation location. The material commonly used for perforation treatments is mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) but this material tends to be expensive. The lack or limitation of MTA is that the length of the timing setting is difficult to use. The material is easier to use in a boxed cavity that is easily accessible. When the MTA material is not available, the dentist should use other materials for the perforation. In this case report, light-cured glass ionomer was an alternative to MTA replacement. The material in the form of a capsule was stirred using a machine and applied with a special tool that is syringed in order to reach the perforated bifurcation area. The advantage of this material is that it is insoluble in mouth fluid, adhesive to tooth structure, and high strength. Light-cured glass ionomers also have low shrinkage properties, low thermal expansion, and the presence of fluorescent releases such as glass ionomer. This is different from MTA, which has a long time setting and requires a competent clinician. Dentists can easily apply light-cured glass ionomers with these capsule preparations. In addition, the closure and resistance to micro leakage are obtained from chemical bonding of materials in enamel and dentin. This light-cured glass ionomer application can be used to restore dental functions previously considered untenable. Light-cured glass ionomers are highly biocompatible for soft and hard tissues. As an added benefit, fluoride releaser is contained in light-cured glass ionomer.

Teeth that have been done Particle Size Analyzer will experience physical and aesthetic changes. Therefore, it is necessary to restore so as to protect the remaining hard tissue of the tooth against fracture. Therefore, the final restoration was a full crown of fused metal porcelain with tapered serrated (unmetrical) tapered boosters.

**Conclusion**

In cases of perforation in bifurcation, the removal of teeth has been the standard therapy. In this case, we found a way to treat perforation in bifurcation by performing management that...
includes cleaning of the caries tissue, bleeding cessation, clinical analysis, radiograph analysis, and use of treatment stages, so that the selection of the right material for the case can be determined. Bifurcation perforation management is important to support successful treatment so that teeth with perforation in the bifurcation can still be maintained.
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